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results
instances were in southern states.
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N. C., April 13, when Robert Walts,
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his heroism is especially noteable
in view of the fact that Negro vol
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I think
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Russia; and on the other hand, the
fight of fascism, whose bloody
of foud faculty members and one called economies which may be
banner is held aloft by the Hitlerstudent to facilitate sale of Bonds penny wise and pound foolish.”
a far more vulnerable manner be- j
dominated Axis powers: Germany,
The Joint Congressional Commof
the campus
and Stamps on
cause they have been denied the
Italy, Japan and the other satelunteer and other Negroes “go into situations of extreme danger in
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with a
Jesus Christ Our Lord”,
Negroes will be hardest hit if these
never revealed to us bemeaning
It
FIRE TEACHERS SUING FOR
agencies no longer operate.
fore. For if we are truly conscited the assertions of government
EQUAL PAY
cious of the fact that this is one.
NAACP Says Teachers Will Tako and other employment agencies
that
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Court In Spite of Threat To Jobs' that thousands will be employed;
our church will stand bodly in the
to
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priorities
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time.
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William H. Reeves,
Negro1 of the city attorney as its official i fields and mine the coal, and fin!
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Washington, D. C.—Unanimous
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ement from your election commis- has been voted by the entire facmillion dollars, stated Randolph.
sioner or some other official will ulty of Tuskegee Institute, it has
his all to the cause*
Mr.
Randolph points to this not- groups, gives
Some- been reported to th Treasury Debe positive enough proof.
o fhelping to unite our country beBy its action, taken at able achievement of collective bar hind the President and our Govtimes an affidavitt signed by lel- partment.
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atives, ministers or other profes- a special meeting called by Presi- gaining
ernment for winning the war.
a
Brotherhood
as indicative
of
sional people will be sufficient. It dent Frederick Douglas Patterson,
“In the name of our great pionew era in the economic life of
is well now that all of us seeking Tuskegee becomes one of the first
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workers in America.
work obtain this information in or- colleges to enroll its whole facul- Negro
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National
of
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Dc
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barrremove
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any
in the defense of our couu
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effort to
New York_.In an
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scious of the fact that in so doing
the abolition of the Naformation and need assistance, this was adopted after Jesse O. Thom- prevent
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Urban
Staff
the
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Assistant,
or
as,
newspaper
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well as the
ilian Conservation Corps, national
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whole American people.
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of
Office
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good many Negro
areas
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where birth records are not kept
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ination, whose 500,000
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in pay of ten cents a hour
ty four dollars a month.

em-
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a

New
A. Philip Rand- dominated Axis powers, Germany,
olph, International President, an- Italy,, Japan and the other satelnounced that
the
Organization lites of fascism.
had signed an agreement with the
The editorial will declare that
Pullman Company for an increase “out of this united strength will

requesting this

saving bonds but I’ll bet what I attendant be given the distinguish ion of
any representative of labor,
got Joe gets to him quicker this ed service cross “or some other of- who either through his personal
time. Joe used
to
be
mighty ficial recognition.’’
record or through affiliation with,
mean.
You couldn’t do nothing
The NAACP pointed out that, a labor
which bars

some
as

Most ad of the defense

Because

ornery before he met
Billy got under Joe’s

GET CLERKS JOBS IN
BOMBER PLANT

this proof of birth
that it will be on hand when it

industries

shot to death in his horns
A
used.
was
case, armed force
men affer an altercation
four
by
21
total number of
persons—1 into the ring for a workout wita
with a white man.
white man and 20 Negro men— Joe.
Three white fellow employes of
“Well, just yea and no. I know
were thus saved from the hands
Robert Sapp, a mechanic's helper
Joe ain’t as mean as he used to
of mobs.
in Blakely, Fla., took him a short
smarter
All persons lynched were Ne- be. But he is a much
distance out of town and beat him
groes. The offenses charged were fighter, And don’t let nobody tell
with a club and a heavy piece of
Attempted rape, 1; suspected of you Joe ain’t wisened up since he
machine belting. On May 12, he
stealing, 1; altercation with white won the title,” Big George stated,
from
died
“pneumonia.” Sapp
from “Buddy Baer is gonna learn that
man, 1;
working on job
stolen
was charged with having
9th.
which whites had been discharged, January
Buddy went six
money fonm the safe of his em- 1.
rounds with Joe last summer. But
-er was
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nloyees in government jobs.
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January, 1942 issue of “The Missionary Seer”, official organ of the
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Zion Church’s department of domestic and foreign missions.

ternational offices of the Brother- fight of
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Cochrane, wealthy Texas land- This she said is absolutely untrue
owner, June 10, when White was and she wants their friends aud
on trial for his life for the thirl acquaintances to know the truth.
time.
Flournoy was stabbed in She said that the cause of her dauthe chest
Morehouse, ghter’s death, was explained when
by Roy
November 23.
the firemen found the gas stove
Other known lynchings record- in the room, in full flame and that
ed by the NAACP in conjunction, due to the smallness of the room
with Tuskegee Institute, Ala., oc- the flame from the stove had used,
curred at Fort Benning, Ga; Quin- up all the oxygen in the room and
cy, Fla.; Blakely, Ga., Georgetown. had caused the unfortunate acciS. C., and in Gaston County near dent.
Cherryville, N. C.
In
Georgetown, S. C., five
white youths were found guilty by
the year 1941. I find, according,
a coroner's jury for killing Bruce
to the reports compiled in the DeTisdale, a local mill worker after
partment of Records and Research
The verdict was reporta fight.
there were 4 persons lynched in
ed February 22.
1941. This is 1 less than the num
On April 3, Private Felix Hall,
1 more
her 5 for the year 1940,
found
a colored volunteer
was
thaa the number 3 for the year
hanging to a tree, clad in the uni- 1939, 2 less than the number 6 for
form of the U. S.
Army, in a the
year 1938, and 4 less than the
wooded section of Fort Benning^
Ore
number 8 for the year 1937.
The NAACP an dthe Negro press
of the persons lynched was taken

women who

are

to obtain

that it was

town,
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more*
their

would have been hired but she had
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of
no documentary proof

recov-

Mott Flournoy in a Lufkin, Texas
court by allegedly aggrieved hus-
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appear as a special editorial in the
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Martin Company for a job.
Carr; Trustees, Edward
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had been referred to

for care and

completely
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than one instance blocked
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no
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On the beci,

of Mrs. Jones, dead and

defense
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losing

hot until the door knob could not

found Miss Stevens,

the
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hand the
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fight of
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Employment Service and the local, ters local Number 732,
VVPA office have found the num- year of 1942.
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Gerald
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the scene they broke in

the killing of Bob White in a court
and
of
room at Conroe, Texas,

rape victims.
S.
Bob White was shot by W.
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of
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reState
ports that the Nebraska

floor lay her common-in-law husgroes in Texas courtrooms mark- band Ventora
Hazelton, unconed the United States
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of scious from lack of oxygen in the
mob violence for 1941, the NAA*
CP announced thic week.
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Brotherhood Wins Over
Two- and A Half Million
Dollars Pay Increase
For Pullman Porters
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Unconscious On The Floor

m

with work and money.
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Washington, D. C.During
1942 the Negro church in America
—regardless of denomination, will
unite to perform the most imports

was

Mr. Henderson decides to open the
Church doors.
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Living God,

Rev. S. K. Nichols is now hold-

—member of the associated negro press
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to the Omaha Guide worker, quote cause of helping to unite our coun_.“We wants a pastor who can try behind the President and our
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Arthur Henderson, deacon in the
church, bought a lock and locked
the church.
Mr. Henderson said, ant task in its 150 years old his“A pastor must be able to preach> tory, that of forging “a spiritual
and not want money
for every- unity among our people” that will
thing he does.” Certain members enable “the Negro, together with
agreed with him. A member said other groups, to give his all to the

e
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A. T. Walden, local counsel in
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with the NAACP special counsel,
Thurgood Marshall, indicated that

million American

citizens who constitute one tenth
of the national population is imperative to insure an unbiased
and

effective

functioning

soon

as

a
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other prejudices and one which
includes at least one representa13
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finally and exracial clusivly determined by the board” mirirn-
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of the
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the

the Citizens’ Committee which is

sponsoring the
only in whether

case,
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